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QUESTION 1

How does the Palo Alto Networks secure access service edge (SASE) solution enable Zero Trust in a customer
environment? 

A. It stops attacks that use DNS for command and control or data theft. 

B. It feeds threat intelligence into an automation engine for rapid and consistent protections. 

C. It classifies sites based on content, features, and safety. 

D. It continuously validates every stage of a digital interaction. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two point products are consolidated into the Prisma secure access service edge (SASE) platform? (Choose
two.) 

A. Autonomous Digital Experience Management (ADEM) 

B. firewall as a service (FWaaS) 

C. Threat Intelligence Platform (TIP) 

D. security information and event management (SIEM) 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 3

Which type of access allows unmanaged endpoints to access secured on-premises applications? 

A. manual external gateway 

B. secure web gateway (SWG) 

C. GlobalProtect VPN for remote access 

D. Prisma Access Clientless VPN 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which product leverages GlobalProtect agents for endpoint visibility and native Prisma SD- WAN integration for remote
sites and branches? 
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A. Cloud-Delivered Security Services (CDSS) 

B. WildFire 

C. CloudBlades: 

D. Autonomous Digital Experience Management (ADEM) 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which statement applies to Prisma Access licensing? 

A. Internet of Things (IOT) Security is included with each license. 

B. It provides cloud-based, centralized log storage and aggregation. 

C. It is a perpetual license required to enable support for multiple virtual systems on PA- 3200 Series firewalls. 

D. For remote network and Clean Pipe deployments, a unit is defined as 1 Mbps of bandwidth. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

Users connect to a server in the data center for file sharing. The organization wants to decrypt the traffic to this server in
order to scan the files being uploaded and downloaded to determine if malware or sensitive data is being moved by
users. 

Which proxy should be used to decrypt this traffic? 

A. SCP Proxy 

B. SSL Inbound Proxy 

C. SSH Forward Proxy 

D. SSL Forward Proxy 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 7

In the aggregate model, how are bandwidth allocations and interface tags applied beginning in Prisma Access 1.8? 

A. License bandwidth is allocated to a CloudGenix controller; interface tags are set with a compute region. 

B. License bandwidth is allocated to a compute region; interface tags are set with a CloudGenix controller. 

C. License bandwidth is allocated to a compute region; interface tags are set with a Prisma Access location. 
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D. License bandwidth is allocated to a Prisma Access location; interface tags are set with a compute region. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which two services are provided by Prisma Access Insights? (Choose two.) 

A. summary overview screen of the health and performance of an organization\\'s entire Prisma Access environment 

B. configuration of the on-premises firewall located behind the service-connection termination 

C. detection of hard-to-find security issues via AI-based innovations to normalize, analyze, and stitch together an
enterprise\\'s data 

D. multiple dashboards for focused views of different deployments, the corresponding alerts, and the health status of the
infrastructure 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 9

How can a network engineer export all flow logs and security actions to a security information and event management
(SIEM) system? 

A. Enable syslog on the Instant-On Network (ION) device. 

B. Use a zone-based firewall to export directly through application program interface (API) to the SIEM. 

C. Enable Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) on the Instant-On Network (ION) device. 

D. Use the centralized flow data-export tool built into the controller. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

What is a benefit of a cloud-based secure access service edge (SASE) infrastructure over a Zero Trust Network Access
(ZTNA) product based on a software-defined perimeter (SDP) model? 

A. Users, devices, and apps are identified no matter where they connect from. 

B. Connection to physical SD-WAN hubs in ther locations provides increased interconnectivity between branch offices. 

C. Complexity of connecting to a gateway is increased, providing additional protection. 

D. Virtual private network (VPN) services are used for remote access to the internal data center, but not the cloud. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 11

How does a secure web gateway (SWG) protect users from web-based threats while still enforcing corporate acceptable
use policies? 

A. Users are mapped via server logs for login events and syslog messages from authenticating services. 

B. It uses a cloud-based machine learning (ML)-powered web security engine to perform ML-based inspection of web
traffic in real-time. 

C. It prompts the browser to present a valid client certificate to authenticate the user. 

D. Users access the SWG, which then connects the user to the website while still performing security measures. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

How does SaaS Security Inline provide a consistent management experience? 

A. user credentials required before accessing the resource 

B. uses advanced predictive analysis and machine learning (ML) 

C. automatically forwards samples for WildFire analysis 

D. integrates with existing security 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

In an SD-WAN deployment, what allows customers to modify resources in an automated fashion instead of logging on
to a central controller or using command-line interface (CLI) to manage all their configurations? 

A. dynamic user group (DUG) 

B. DNS server 

C. application programming interface (API) 

D. WildFire 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Which two prerequisites must an environment meet to onboard Prisma Access mobile users? (Choose two.) 

A. Zoning must be configured to require a user ID for the mobile users trust zone. 
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B. Mapping of trust and untrust zones must be configured. 

C. BGP must be configured so that service connection networks can be advertised to the mobile gateways. 

D. Mobile user subnet and DNS portal name must be configured. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 15

Which App Response Time metric measures the amount of time it takes to transfer incoming data from an external
server to a local client? 

A. UDP Response Time (UDP-TRT) 

B. Server Response Time (SRT) 

C. Network Transfer Time (NTTn) 

D. Round Trip Time (RTT) 

Correct Answer: D 
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